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ABSTRACT
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with rationing of labour supply due to a rigid consumer wage. If substitution between labour
and resources is easy, the produaion share of the fixed factor ís large, and the initial tax rates
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1 Introdudion

One of the most pressing problems facing many countries today is [he rapid degradation

of the na[ural environment. T'he most natural response is to charge polluters a price for the

damage they inflia on [he natural environmenc. At the same time, many Western societies

suffer also from high levels of involuntary unemployment. Many economisu therefore argue

that the public revenues generated by environmental taxes should be used to reduce the

distortionary tax rate on labour. Such an 'environmental' tax reform should kill two birds with

one stone; namely, first, improve the quality of the natural environment, and, second, combat

involuntary unemployment.

This paper investigates how an environmental tax reform impacts involuntary

unemployment and welfare in a setting with a rigid consumer wage.' We find that introducing

a small dirt tax typically yields a triple dividend in the sense that environmental quality,

employment and after-tax income from the fixed faaor rise. In chat case, private consumption

and privace utility rise while the level of involuntary unemployment falls. However, if the

initial resource tax is already relatively lazge, a double or a triple dividend is less likely to occur.

If the resource tax is at its optimal level, a double dividend (with expanding employment) may

still materialise if the produaion shaze of the fixed factor is large and substitution between

resources and labour is euy. In that cax, the fixed factor pays for the higher quality of the

environment.

Section 2 derives the own and cross price elasticities for factor demands under three

different separable produaion functions. Assuming that the initial tax system is not necessariliy

optimal, section 3 explores the impact of an et~yironmental tax reform on a number of

macroeconomic variables. The consequences fur the various componenu of welfare are

examined in section 4. This seaion also discusses the optimal tax rates. Section 5 analyses the

implications of more environmental concern ttnder the assumption that the economy is initially

at an optimum. Section 6 briefly invatigates the effects of a green-red tax reform of the public

seaor, i.e. a reform in which che revenues generated by higher environmental taxes are used to

finance additional public spending. Section 7 concludes with a summazy of the main resulu.

2 Factor demands

Firms face a concave produaion function Y-F(L,R,H) with cortstant returns to scale,

' Marchaud, Pestieau and Wibaut (1984) also investigate tax reform under unemployment caused by a
rigid consumer wage. We actend their work by allowing for environmental externalities. Bovenberg and
van der Ploeg (1993a) focus at optinw! taxation nther than at tax mjorm in a situation with
environmenul externalíties and involuntary unemployment due to real wage rigidity; chey investigate also
the optimal provision of public goods.
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where L, R and H denote, respeaively, the use of labour, resources and the fixed factor in

production, and Y stands for output. The use of resources in produaion pollutes the natural

environment. Labour and the fixed factor, in contrast, are clean factors of produccion. Firms

maximise profits under perfect competition. Accordingly, chey take the producer wage wP, the

producer resource cost qP, and the producer príce of the fixed faaor pH az exogenously given.

This yields F~.-wP and FR-qP, which in turn gives rise to the faaor demand functions:

L- H 1(wP,qP), R- H r(wP,qP) (1)

where 1„~al~awP-F~I050, rqmarlaqP-F11~050, Iyaal~aqP-rrear~awP--F~~A with

~ i FuF~F~2 ~ 0. The corresponding factor price frontier follows from pH-FH and (1):

PH - x(wP,qP) (2)

with r„aaxlawP--L.IHCO and xq~axlaqP--RIHCO. We refer to income from che fixed

factor as profit income, i.e. II-F(L,R,H)-wPL-qPR-x(wP,qp)H, where II denotes pre-tax profits.

The demand for labour (resources), conditional on the level of the fixed faaor, falls if

the user cost of labour (resources) rises. A higher producer cost of resources raises the demand

for labour if the substitution effect dominates the outpuc effect, i.e. if labour and resources are

non-cooperative production factors (F~ G 0). In that case, a higher producer wage boosu the

demand for resources. However, if the income effect dominates the substitution effea (F~ ~ 0),

the effect of wages on resource demand is negative. Profit income declines if the producer wage

or the user cost of resources rises.

We denote loglinear deviations by a tilde (e.g. Í.idLIL), unless indicated otherwise.

Hence, expressions (1) and (2) become:

` - "' - Elv wP " Elq QP, n - ~ - ERq ~IP - ERv wP

wH PH -" wL wP - wR YP, wkifwLtwR-1 (2')

where e~.,.~-w~l,ll 20, e~~-qP1qll, E~~-qPrqlrZO, eR,.S-wPr,1r stand for the faaor demand

elasticities, and w~~~p~.~HIY, wL-wPL~Y, wR.qPRIY denote the production shares of the fixed

faaor, resources and labour, respectively. Expression (2') is equivalrnt to the familiar uro-profit

condition. To obtain a betur undernanding of what determines the own and cross price
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elazticities of factor demand, the next three sub-sections consider three types of separable

production functions in turn. Table 1 summarises the results.

2.1 Resources separable

lf resources are separable from the other production factors, the produaion function

may be written as Y-F(Q(H,L),R) where the sub-production function Q(.) features cortstant

returns to scale. Profit maximisation yields QtIQt~-w~pH or L-)"I-aW(pKwr), where

a~t~ 3dlog(LIH)Idlog(QHIQ J stands for Allen's elasticity of substitution between L and H.

Using (2') to eliminate pH, we obtain Et„-a~(1-~I~HZO and E~-attlW~I~HZO. Symmetry

yields ER~-a~.rtl~HzO. Labour and resources are thus cooperative produaion factors (i.e.

F~R20) if resources are separable. Hence, the income effect dominates the substitution effect and

the cross price elazticicies E~ and ER„ are non-negative.

Profit maximisation yields also FaIF,~-qi,Ip`, or fi.-Q-aR(p~qr), where ak denotes the

elasticity of substitution be[ween Q and R in F(.) and pQ represents the ideal price index for the

composite labour-resource input, Q. Using the expression (1-c.~Q-~[tt~HÍ~ with 1"I-0 and

(1-~Pt~`wtwr}~iiPn--~x9r to eliminate Q and pQ, we obtain ERq-(aatair~[mRI~~I(1-v~ ~0.

Without substitution between labour and the fixed factor ( 0~-0), the own and cross

price elasticities of labour demand aze uro and labour demand is thus completely inelastic

(1r-f~-0). [n addition, the demand for resources does not respond to changes in the producer

wage (ER~-0).

2.1 Labour separable

If labour is separable in production, i.e. Y-F(Q(R,H),L), the derivation of the own and

cross price elasticities of factor demand follows the same procedure as in sub-section 2.1. Table 1

contains the results, where aan denotes the elasticity of substitution between R and H in the

sub-produaion funaion Q(.) and at represenu the elasticity of substitution between L and the

composite capital-resource input Q. Hence, as long as substitution between resources and the

fixed factor is feasible (i.e. a~i ~ 0), labour and tesources are cooperative produaion factors (i.e.

E~ and Ea, are positive). Without substitution between resources and the fixed factor (aan-0),

the demand for resources is completely inelutic.

1.3 Fixed factor seParable

If the fixed factor is separable, we have Y-F(Q(L,R),H). A similar procedure as in sub-

section 2.1 yields the faaor demand elasticities presented in Table 1, where a~ stands for the
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elastícity of substitucion between L and R in che sub-production funaion Q(.) and aF~ denotes

the elasticíty of substitution between the fixed factor and the composite labour-resource input.

With this specification, resources and labour aze noncooperative factors of produaion, i.e. e~

and eK,. are ncgative, if the production share of the fixed factor (sv~~ is large, substitution

between thc labour-resource composite and the fixed factor is difficult (aH is small), and

substitution between labour and resources is easy (a~ large).

3 Environmental tax reform

Resources aze bought on a competitive global mazket at an exogenous price q. The

government levies a dirt tax on resources ta, so that the producer price of resources amounts to

q~, g q(1 t t~. Labour supply is rationed due to a rigid and too high exogenous consumer wage

w. The government charges producers a tax on labour at a rate tc, so chat the producer wage is

wP-w(1 tt~). The government must achieve an exogenous revenue target to meet an exogenous

level of public spending G. The public budget constraint is

[t W L t LR q R i- T II ~ G. (3)

Adding the government budget and the household~budget constraint (C-wLt(1-r)II) together

and making use of the definítion of profit income yields the budget for the economy as a whole,

i.e. total spending by domestic households and the government CfG plus imports of resources

qR must equal domestic production Y. Alternatively, value added Y-qR must match spending by

households and the government. Yet another way of stating this equilibrium condition is that

exports of fínal consumption goods Y-C-G must equal imports of natural resources.

An environmental tax reform consists of a mazginal increase in the resource tax (i.e.

[R a dtRl(1 tt~ 10) while the tax rate of labour adjusts to ensure that the government budget is

balanced. The consequences of such a reform for the labour tax rate, employment, resource use,

profit income, private consumption, output, private utility and environmental quality are

presented in Table 2. The remainder of this section and section 4 derive the resulu presented in

Table 2, and provide the intuition behind these various effects.

3.1 Shift from resource to labour taxation

Taking relative changes of the government budget (3) and using q-w-0, we obtain:

(1-T) (~t tt t Wt t~ t Bt41t L t BR[JR 1~ - 47C ls - ~ (3~)
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where [1.-dtt~(1ttJ and B;~t,I(ltt~, i-L,R. The last two terms on the lefr-hand side of (3')

stand for the effects on public revenue of changes in the labour tax base and the resource tax

base. The first term on the left-hand side of (3') represents two effects. Firsc, a higher labour tax

rate and a higher resource tax rate boost public revenue. Second, the associated rise in the

producer wage and user cost of resources depress profit income and thus reduce revenue from

the profit tax. ln faa, if all profits are taxed away, this term vanishes. The reason is that, with a

rigid consumer wage and an exogenous world market price for resources, higher tax rates on

labour and resource use are shifted towards profit income and hence, with a 100 per cent profit

tax, towards the government.

Substituting the faaor demands ( 1') into ( 3'), using fi-0, wP-[t, qP-ïR, and solving

for il, yields:

[L - - ~(1-T)WR - BL(JLEIq - BRCJRERq~ LRIA. (4)

where A~ a(1-T)wt - BtmLet„ - BR~ReR~. We assume that in the initial equilibrium the economy Is

on the upward-sloping parts of the Laffer curves for both the labour tax and the resource tax.

Hence, 0' ~ 0 and the environmental tax reform implies a fall in the tax rate on labour (ïr e 0).

The additional public revenues generated by a higher dirt tax thus allow for a cut in the labour

tax rate. For the Laffer curves to slope upwards, the public sector should not be too large, i.e.

the initial tax rates ( T, tl, and t~ should not be large, so that an erosion of the tax bases yields

only relatively minor adverse effects for public revenues. With lazge initial tax razes, own and

cross price elasticities for factor demand should be small in order to prevent a large erosion of

tax bases. In particular, a high initial tax rate on labour is consistent with upward-sloping Laffer

curves if the wage elasticity of labour demand (el.~) is small, resources and labour are non-

cooperative factors (e~ C 0), or the profit tax rate is small.

3.2 Environmental quality

Environmental damages rise with resource use. The relative ,change in resource use may

be found from substitutíng (4) into (1') while using cate~-wReR„ and Í~-0:

~ - - ~(1-T)(ERq{l~ - BLEDJ ~I.tR,~. (5)

where CORVIVI[y of the production fltaQlOn ensures thaL Ep~ELwE~-eR,,,e~1O. We assume that

the term in square brxkets is positive. This is the case if the initial labour and profit tax rates
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arc nut t~~o largc and, compared to resources, labour is not a much bctter substitute for thc

fixed factor.'

3.3 Employment

To obtain the effects of environmental tax reform on employment, we substitute (4)

into the expression for labour demand given by (1'), use t,rte~-t.~eR~ and obtain:

L - ~(f"r)(ELvfRv) - BREDI ~RLR,~.. (6)

Hence, employment expands if [he initial tax on resources is zero (i.e. BR-0) and profits are not

fully taxed away (rG 1).' Below we consider separately the three produaion funaions discussed

in section 2 by substiwting the results for the various elasticities from Table 1 into (6).

(i) Resources sepazable: i-(1-r-BRaR~c.y~a~RiR~A'

If substitution between resources and value added Q is easy (i.e. oR large), the profit tax

rate and the initial resource tax rate are large, and the production share of the fixed factor (m~

is small, employment falls. However, employment rises if the burden of environmental tax

reform is mostly borne by the fixed factor. This is the case if substitution between resources and

value added is difficult, profit and resource tax rates are small, and the fixed factor accounts for

a large produaion share.

(ii) Labour separable: L-{(1-r)ot{(1-r)tuttBRat(1-wJ~t~t]aan}~iR~(1-wJ'1'

An employment dividend is more likely to occur if substirution between resources and

the fixed factor is difficult ( i.e. aan small), the initial tax rates on resources and profit income are

small, and the produaion share of the fixed faaor is large. In that case, environmental policy is

cheap ( because of the small initial tax rate on resources) while the costs can be absorbed by the

z Table 1 provides expressions for the term ERq-e~ for eacó of the three sepanble production
funaions. It indicates that this term is generally positive u the own price effea dominates the cross price
effect. Only if labour is a much better substitute for the fixed factor than resources, may eRy-e~ be
negative. In this latter cue, the labour tax is a much better instrument for environmental protection than
the resource tax. We assume that this is not the cue, so that eRqrtw7o. This condition holds always for
cues (ii) and (iii) and (or case () if o0. exceeds r~atH - see Table 1.

' The term et, fa, is always non-negative for cases (i) and (iii) described in section 2- see Table 1.

However, this term may be negative for rase (ii), i.e. if labour is sepanble from the other production

factors. In panicular, it is negative íf, compared to labour, resources is a much better substitute for the

fixed factor ( i.e. oRt~ large relative to a~ - see Table 1. We rule out this possibility and thus usume

(L.:fR., iO.
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fixed factor (because of a lazge production shaze wH, a small elasticity aan, and a small profit tax

rate r). Also, euy substitution between labour and the composite of resources and the fixed

factor (i.c. a~. large) makes a rise in employment more likely.

(iii) Fixed factor separable: L-(1-v-BRaHIw~a~tuR[RID'

Employment rises if che initial profit cax race and the initial cax rate on resource use aze

small, substitution between the fixed factor and the labour-resource composite is difficult (i.e. o~~

small), and the production share of the fixed fattor is large. In that case, the increase in

employment is particularly large if substitution between labour and resources is easy (i.e. a~

large).

The three cases examined above allow us to draw a number of conclusions about the

circumstances under which an employment double dividend is likely. A necessary condition for

employment to rise is that the after-tax income from the fixed factor can bear a lazge share of

the tax burden.' This requires a small rate of profit taxation and a lazge production share of the

fixed factor, m~~. Indeed, if all profits are taxed away, an employment dividend never occurs.s

The tax rate on resource use should also be small for employment to rise.b The reason

is that environmental protection is expensive if the initial tax rate on resource use is lazge. In

particular, a lazge initial tax rate implies that the resource tax is a less effective instrument for

raising public revenues because the erosion of the base of the resource tax causes a substantial

decline in public revenues if the initial resource tax rate is large. Since the associated Laffer

curve for the resource tax is thus flat, a rise in the tax rate on resource use allows only a small

decline in the tax rate on labour.'

The production struaure is another important determinant of the likelihood that an

employment dividend occurs. in particular, for employment to rise, resources and the fixed

' Bovenberg and van der Ploeg (19936) usume that all factors are mobíle and that the labour market
clears. Indeed, they find that employment never expands.

` A 100 per cent profit tax is, in fact, optimal, because the fixed fixed factor is in inelutic supply.

Hence, an employment dividend can occur only if monitoring problems preclude a 100 per cent profit

tax (see Atkinson and Stiglitz, 198Q, pp. 467-468). In that cue, a resource tax acts u an indirect tax on the

fixed factor.

6 If resource use is not taxed initially, employment rises (see equation (6), where we have ruled out

ti.~.-ea~ 50, see footnote 3).

' In a model with a clearing labour market, Bovenberg and de Mooij (1992) also find that an
environmental tax reform raises employment only if the initial tax rate on resource use is small and if
part of the tax burden un be shifted towards the fixed (non-labour) factor of production.
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factor must be poor substitutes. With poor substitution, the fixed factor beazs a large part of the

additional tax burden on resource use. In contrast,to the fixed faaor, labour should be a good

substitute for resources in order for an employment dividend to occur. Intuitively, a large

elasticity of substitution between resources and labour causes substantial substitution away from

resourccs and towards labour when resources become more expensíve relative to labour. Indeed,

if labour is a better substitute for resources than the fixed factor, the substitution effea of the

tax reform dominates the (negative) output effect so that the demand for labour expands.

3.4 Prof:t income

The relative change in after-tax profits, ( 1-r)II-(]-r)p}iH, is found by using the faaor

price frontier (2') and setting w-q-0:

(]-r) ~ - - (1-r) (~L tl f ~R tR] (~

where ÍÍ ~ dII~Y. The negative of expression (~ can be interpreted as a measure for the overall

tax burden. Substituting the change in the labour tax rate (4) into (~, we obtain

(]-r) ~ - (]-r)~R~1. IBL `fLvfRv) - BR (ERq-E~~ LR~L)~. (7~)

If the initial tax rates on labour and resources aze uro, an environmental tax reform does not

affect profit income. As we assume that the own price elasticities exceed the cross price

elasticities (i.e. fL~ifR,,, see footnote 3), an environmental tax reform raises profit income if

initially only the tax on labour is positive. Conversely, if the economy starts off with a high

dirt tax (BR large) and a low tax rate on labour, an environmental tax reform depresses profit

income (aS ERq 7 E~, see footnote 2). Intuitively, the tax structure that maximises profit income

and thus minimises the burden of taxation on profit income involves positive tax rates on both

labour and resource use. Expression (7') reveals that the profit-maximising tax structure is given

by:

BL~BR - (fRqELq),(fLv~Rv)~ (~a)

Hence, the relative tax burden on labour varies inversely with the elasticity of labour demand

EL„ and positively with the own price elasticity of resource demand E~. In accordance with the

familiar Ramsey rules, the government should thus levy the heaviest taxes on relatively inelastic
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tax bases. Table 1 indicaces that, if the fixed factor is separable from the other production

factors (i.e. case (iii)), the profit-maximising tax rates on labour and resources are equal (i.e.

B, -8,~.

3.5 Notional labour supply and involuntary unemployment

Households derive utility M from private consumption C and leisure N-L, where N

denotes total working hours available, i.e. M-M(C,N-L). Private consumption is simply given

by the sum of wage income and after-tax profit income C-wLt(1-r)II. With a rigid consumer

wage (i.e. w-0), labour demand determines effective labour supply. Notional labour supply L'

exceeds effettive labour supply L and corresponds to the number of hours households would

like to work at the going consumer wage w. Notional labour supply follows from setting the

marginal rate of substitution between leisure V~N-L and consumption equal to the real wage,

i.e. MN.~IMc-w with the corresponding level of notional private consumption given by

C'-wL't(1-r)II. Loglinearisation of the condition for the mazginal rate of substitution yields

C,̀'t(LIV)~'-aw,' where a stands for the elasticity of substitution between leisure and

consumption in private utility. The loglineazised budget restriction for households amounts to

wc~-wi(1-9t)(wt~~t(1-r)TÏ, where wc-CIY. Setting w-0 and solving for the relative change

in notional labour supply, we obtain:

~' ~ dL'IL - - (1-r)ÍÍILw~(1-BJtwc~-I~l- (g)

The positive income effea associated with a rise in aher-tax profit income raises [he demand for

leisure, thereby reducing notional labour supply.

The level of involuntary unemployment amounts to the difference between notional

labour supply and employment, i.e. U iL'-L, so that the the level of voluntary unemployment

corresponds to N-L'-V-U. The relative change in the level of involuntary unemployment is

defined as 1"1-dUIL-L'-e. Hence, an environmental tax reform reduces involuntary

unemployment if both employment and profit income expand. This is the case if initially there

is no resource tax and not all profiu aze taxed away - see expressions (6) and (7'). Hence, the

introduction of a small tax on resources generally boosts both employment and profit income,

thereby cutting the levels of both notional labour supply and involuntary unemployment.

' We assume that environmental quality enters utility in a separable fashion. Hence, changes in the

quality of the environment do not affect the marginal rate of substitucion between leisure and

consumption.
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3.6 Output

Substi[uting employment (6) and resource use (5) into the production function

f-w[);tmR~, we obtain the relative change in output:

~ - t(1-T)L(ELv~Rv)-(ERq~Lq)) t (BL~R] ED~~R~L LR'~.. (9)

If the fixed factor is separable in produaion (i.e. case ( iii)), ~-(Bt-9~o~o~~t[R~~t1'. Hence,

an environmental tax reform boosu output if the initial tax rate on labour exceeds that on

resource use. The increase in output is substantial if substítution between labour and resources

and between the fixed factor and the labour-resource composite is easy, and the production

share of the fixed factor ~~ is small. If in case (iii) the initial labour and resource tax rates aze

set at their profit-maximising levels ( see (7")), an environmental tax reform leaves output

unaffeaed.

If resources are separable in produaion (i.e. case (i)), expression (9) features an additional

term as (EL~fR„)-(ERq-E~-(o~ro~~(1-~~ - see Table 1. Hence, as long as not all profit income is

taxed away, an environmental cax reform boosts output if substitution between labour and the

fixed factor is rela[ively easy compazed to substitution between resources and value added (i.e.

a~s{ 1 a~. However, if labour is sepazable in production (i.e. case (ii)), the tax reform boosts

output if substitution between labour and the composite of resources and the fixed faaor is

relatively easy compared to substitution between resources and the fixed factor (i.e. ac~aR~.

Produaion thus expands, if compared to resources (the factor on which the tax rate is raised),

labour (the factor on which the tax rate is cut) is a better substitute for the fixed factor.

3.7 Arivate consumption

To obtain the effects on private cortsumption, we loglineazise the budget constraint

facing households:

wc ~ - ~t(1-B~ !r t (1-T) iÏ. (10)

Environmental tax reform thus boosts private consumption if both employment and profit

income increase. Substituting employment (6) and profit income (7') into (10), we obtain:

WC ~- l(1-T)(ELvERv) - BR I(1-T)1ERq-E~fED(1~1))lwI.WR tR,O. (10~)
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If we start off from a situation in which the tax rate on resource use is relatively small,

environmental tax reform raises both employment and profit income and thus boosu also

private consumption. However, if all profiu aze taxed away (i.e. r-1) and the initial resource

tax is uro (i.e. BR-0), none of these variables are affeaed by the introduction of a dirt tax.

If the fixed factor is separable in produaion (i.e. case (iii)), the term in curly brackets in

expression (10') becomes [(1-r)(1-8~-(1-BJBAaHI~H]aix - see Table 1. Hence, if the profit tax rate

and the resource tax rate are large, the laboui tax rate is small, substitution between the fixed

factor and other faaors is easy, and che production share of the fixed factor is small, an

environmental tax reform is likely to hurt private consumption.

4 Welfare effects
4.1 Private utility: Pink and blue welfare

Labour supply is rationed due to a rigid consumer wage, which exceeds the reservation

wage. The gap between the actual consumer wage and the reservation wage can be modelled as a

virtual tax on labour, i.e. s~(w-w71wPn where n scands for the marginal cost of public funds

ancl w' -MN.~ IM,- denotes the reservation wage (cf. Neary and Roberts, 1980; Bovenberg and

van der Ploeg, 1993a). The reservation wage corresponds to the wage at which households

would be willing to work. The virtual tax on labour, s, increases if the gap between the mazket

wage and the reservation wage expands and thus provides a measure of the distortion in the

labour market due to wage rigidities. The change in private utility M(C,l~ can be expressed as a

fraction of the national income as follows:

dMIM~Y - [(w-w~LIY]l:.t(1-r)ÍÍ - sp~LÏ.f(1-r))`l. (il)

Expression (11) indicates that a boost to employmen[ yields a first-order welfare gain, which is

proportional to the gap between the actual wage and the reservation wage as measured by the

virtual labour tax. Defining the expansion of employment as the pink dividend and an increase

in profiu as the blue divided, we note from (11) that the impaa on private ucility amounu to

the weighted sum of the pink and blue dividends. Hence, if there is both a pink and a blue

dividend, private consumption and private utility rise while the level of involuntary

unemployment falls.

Substituting after-tax profiu (~ and the government budget constraint (3') into (11), we

can write the effect on private welfare in an alternative way:
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dIv1~M~,Y -~[ [B[tst)] L t wRBR 1~. (11')

Accordingly, private welfare is affected by both tax distortions (i.e. the terms with the tax ra[es

BH and Bi) and the non-tax distortion due to rationing on the labour market (i.e. the term with

the virtual labour tax rate, s). Indeed, the term in square brackets at the right-hand side of (11'),

which meazures the gap between the social benefits (i.e. the marginal produa of labour) and

social costs (i.e. the reservation wage), amounu to the sum of tax and non-tax distortions.

Substi[uting employment (6) and profit income (7' ) into (11), we find:

dM~McY ~ l(1"r)(SfifBt)(ELv~Rv)~il[(1-T)(ERq{Ly-S11ED~~lJRWttR~~.. (11")

Introduction of a small dirt tax (i.e. initially BR-0) boosu both employment and profit income,

thereby raising private utility. T'he increase in private utility is particularly large if the initial tax

rate on labour is high, the profit tax rate is small, public funds are scarce, the virtual tax on

labour is high (i.e. the level of involuntary unemployment is high), and substitution between

labour and resources is easy (i.e. et„-eR,, is large, see Table 1).

4.2 Green welJ~are

Overall welfare is affeaed not only by private welfare but also by environmental

damages. If environmental damages are represented by D(R), D' ~ 0, the improvement in

environmental qualicy (expressed in dollars) of an environmental tax reform is given by

dDIM~; where M~, denotes the marginal utility of private consumption. The virtual subsidy on

resource use on account of no price being charged for the associated environmental damages, i.e.

p, equals the marginal environmental damages (expressed in dollars) divided by the marginal cost

of public funds q, i.e. p.D'IMcqerl (cf. Bovenberg and van der Ploeg, 1993a). The effect on

environmental welfare, which we call the green dividend, can thus be expressed as a fraction of

the national income as follows:

dDIM~ Y-- Pn~n ~- pn [(1-T)(Enq-Et~ - BLED~cWL tn~~~ (12)

where (5) has been used to substicute the change in resource demand.

4.3 Ouerall welfare

Using ( 11') and ( 12), we find the change in overall welfare:
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dU~M~.Y - (dMdD)~McY - ~L (9Lts,~) C t mR (BK Pn) )~. (13)

The terms in round parentheses a[ (lasc) right-hand side of (13) represenc the gaps between [he

social benefits and costs of employment and resource use, respectively. These gaps can be

incerprcted as the distortions in the labour and resource mazkeu. They amount to the sum of

tax and non-tax distortions. Without initial taxes (i.e. BL-BR-O), an expansion of employment

enhances welfare due to rationing on the labour market. More resource use, in contrast, hurts

welfare as producers fail to internalise the environmental damages associa[ed with resource use.

Hence, whereas taxes on labour exacerbate the distortions due to rationing, taxes on resources

alleviate the distortions due to pollution externalities.

Alternatively, by substituting (11) and (12) into (13), the overall welfare effect can be

expressed as the sum of the pink, green and blue dividends:

dUIMcY - nsmL L - r~pwR ~ t(1-T) 1Ï. (13' )

If we start from a situation with only a positive tax on labour (i.e. BL10, BR-0), an

environmental tax reform typically yields a triple dividend as it boosts employment (see (6)),

profit income (see (7' )), and environmental quality (see (5)).' Intuitively, minimising the burden

of taxation on income from the fixed factor requires that the government spreads the tax burden

over both labour and resources (see (7")). The social objectives of stimulating employment and

reducing pollution strengthen [he case for a higher tax on resources and a lower tax on labour.

4.4 OPtimal tax rates

We find the change in total welfare in terms of the change in the tax rate on the use of

resources by substituting employment (5), resource use (6) and after-tax proiits (7' ) into (13' ):

dUIMcY - 1~(1-T)(ELv~Rw )(YI-1)-~I(BRP)ED~ t P~(1-T)(ERq~ Lq)(n-1)-n(BL}S )EDJ

f (1-T)~(BLfs)(ELv~Rv)-(BR-P)(ERq~Lq)~~ ~I.WRLR,~~. (13")

At an optimum the change in overaH welfare must be zero. This yields the optimal tax rates on

che use of labour and resources (cf. Bovenberg and van der Ploeg, 1993a):

' We assume thu ERq-cLy ~ 0 and eL~-cR,. ~ o, see Eootnota 2 and 3.
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BR - P ' (1-rI ~) (1-T) (ELv-ER.),ED

BL t s ~ (1-~ ~) (1-T) (ERq-E~~Ep.

(14)

(15)

The optimal resource tax rate rises with the environmental extemalities (as measured by the

virtual pollution subsidy, see expression ( 14)) while the optimal labour tax rate declines with the

virtual labour tax rate caused by a rigid consumer wage (see expression (15)). Hence, the

resource tax acts to offset the implicit subsidy on pollution due to environmental externalities

(p) while the labour tax offsets the virtual tax due to rationing of labour supply. The optimal

'distortionary' componenu of the resource and labour tax rates are given by, respectively, BR p

and BLts. These distortionary componenu measure the wedges between the social benefiu and

social costs of the two inputs. They thus amount to the sum of the explicit tax rates (i.e. 9R and

Bi) and the implicit taxes due to non-tax distortions (i.e. -p and s). Expressions ( 14) and (15)

indícace that these components rise with the scarcity of public revenues az measured by che

marginal cost of public funds (r~). Furthermore, the relative magnitude of distonions in resource

and labour demand depends on how sensitive factor demands are with respect to the tax wedges:

(BLfs),(BR-P) ~ (ERqfLq),(ELr{Rv). (16)

Without cross price effecu in factor demands, the distortionary component of the labour tax

exceedc that of the resource tax if labour demand is inelastic with respect to the producer wage

while resource demand is relatively elastic with respect to the producer price of resources.

Hence, in accordance with the familiar Ramsey rule, the government should levy the highest tax

on the factor with relatively inelastic demand.

5 Starting from an optimal tax system

This section discusses the effecu of an environmental tax reform starting from an

optimal tax system based on a virtual subsidy for pollution (p) and a virtual cax on labour (s).

This experiment should be interpreted as the government adjusting the optimal tax system in

response to a shock in preferences towards more environmental concern.'o Using expressions

(14) and (15) to eliminate BR and BL from the expressions contained in Table 2, we find the

resulu contained in Table 3. The remainder of this section interpreu these resulu.

" Alternatively, this shock can be interpreted as an increase in the perceived adverse impact on the
environmen[ of resource use.
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5.1 71ie labour tax rate

Thc environmencal tax reform allows for a cut in the tax rate on labour if the Laffer

curve for the resource tax slopes upwards. A sufficient condition for an upwazd-sloping Laffer

curve is that the profic tax race and initial environmental concern (as indicated by p) are small.

By reducing profits and resource use, a higher resource tax rate erodes the bases of both the

profit tax and che resource tax. The adverse effea on public revenues of an eroding tax base (the

tax base effect) may offset che revenue-enhancing effect of a higher tax rate (the tax rate effect)

only if che profit tax rate is large or, due to a high social priority for the environment, the

resource tax rate is high. Even with a high initial resource tax rate, the resource tax yields

positive net revenues if the own price elasticity of resource demand (E~ is small.

5.2 Employment

Without initial environmental concern (i.e. p-0), employment rises in response to a

small increase in the resource tax. If the initial situation features environmemal concern,

employment declines if the production share of the fixed factor is small (implying that the term

E~, is large, see Table 1), the profit tax rate is large, substitution between labour and resources is

difficult (implying that the term ELv-ER„ is large, see Table 1), and substitution between the iixed

faaor and resources is euy (implying that the term ED is large, see Table 1). The roles of the

initial after-tax income accruing to the Fixed factor, which is affected by the profit tax rate and

the pre-tax income share e.~i, and the substitution elasticities in production were explained in

sub-section 3.3.

The relevance of the initial degree of environmental concern can be explained as follows.

If society attaches a high priority to environmental quality in the initial equilibrium, a funher

tightening of environmental policy is expensive and yields little room to reduce the tax rate on

labour. In particular, at a high initial resource tax rate, an increase in that tax is not very

effective in raising more public revenues due to the erosion of the tax base.

Our results are based on loglinearisation and thus hold only for small changes. In chis

respect, the importance of the initial degree of environmental concern suggest that small

increases in resource caxes from their optimal values in an equilibrium without environmencal

concern raise employment. Large íncreases in resource taxes, in contrast, may well harm

employment. A fall in employment is especially likely if fixed faaors are either unimportant or

are good substitutes for resources so that output declines substantially. These conditions are

more likely to be met in the long run than in the short run. Hence, employment may well rise

in the short run but fall in the long run. This observation is especially relevant for small open
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economies in which most faaors of production are internationally mobile in the long run.

Using (14) to eliminate ELv{Rv from the entry for employment in Table 3, we arrive at

the following alternative expression for the relative change in employment:

~ - {(BR - D' IMc9r) WREC~L~.(1-~')I} LR. (17)

Given that we start from an optimal tax system, employment expands if and only if the

resouru t.ut exceeds the marginal environmental damages (expressed into dollars).

5.3 Resource use

The use of resources and thus environmental damages decline (given that we assume

ERq-Ew10). Environmental quality improves substantially if the fixed factor accounu for a small

incomc share and is a good substitute for resources so that the term En is large. Under these

circumstances, employment is likely to decline if the initial equilibrium features initial

environmental concern (see sub-section 5.2). Hence, the role of the fixed faaor causes a trade-off

between the green and pink dividends. Whereas a small fixed faaor that is a good substituce for

resources helps the environment, it hurts employment.

S.4 A~ter-tax pro~ts

The tax reform does not affect profits if initial non-tax distortions are zero. This can be

explained as follows. Without any social (non-tax) objectives, the tax system can focus entirely

on raising public revenues. Hence, the optimal tax system minimises the overall tax burden for

achieving an exogenous revenue tazget. Exogenous consumer wages and a fixed global market

price for resources imply infinitely elastic supplies of labour and resources, so that the fixed

faaor bears the entire tax burden. Accordingly, the optimal tax system aims at maximising

after-tax profits ( and thus satisfies expression (7")). This implies that a marginal shi(t away from

labour to resource taxation does not affect after-tax profits.

With initial non-tax distortions, profiu decline on account of a change in the tax mix

away from labour and toward resoutce taxation. The reason is that in the presence of tax

distortions, the tax system focuses not only on raising public revenues at minimum costs to

after-tax profits but also on other social objeaives (i.e. environmental protection and

employment creation). In particular, compared to the labour tax, the resource tax plays an

excessive role in the initial tax system from the point of view of maximising after-tax profits



(compare expression (7") with (14) and (15));" resource taxes are relatively high in order to

improve environmental quality while labour taxes are relatively low in order to enhance

employmen[. The environmencal tax reform funher strengthens the role of resource taxation in

the overall tax mix, thereby hurting profits. Intuitively, the tax system focuses even less on

raising public revenues at the least cost to the fixed factor and rather more on the objective of

environmental protection.

5.5 Or.rpNr

Without initial tax distortions, the sign of the effect on output depends on whether

resources or labour is the best substitute for the fixed faaor. In particulaz, output expands if

labour is the best substitute for the fixed factor, which implies that the term et„-eA,, exceeds che

term eR9-t~9. In that case, the tax rate on the better substitute for the fixed factor (i.e. labour) is

reduced. This implies [hat output expands. Without tax distortions, output is unaffected by the

environmental tax reform if the fixed fattor is sepazable in production (i.e. case (iii) in Table 1).

If the initial tax system has non-revenue objectives (i.e. s or p are positive), output is

likely to fall. The intuition behind this result is similar to that discussed in sub-seaion 5.4. With

non-tax distortions, the optimal tax system balances the objective of maximising output with the

other social objectives of environmental proteaion and high levels of employment.

5.6 Welfare e~ecu

Starting from an optimal tax system, the tax reform can not raise all three components

of social utility. Hence, a triple dividend implying a rise in pink, blue and green welfare is

excluded. Indeed, with initial non-tax distortions, blue welfare (i.e. after-tax profits) always

declines. Whereas green welfare increases, the impact on pink welfare is ambiguous.

Accordingly, society pays for a cleaner environment in the form of a lower level of after-tax

pro6ts. Pink welfare has to pay a price as well if either after-tax profits aze unimportant or if

environmental policy is expensive (because of a high initial level of environmental concern) (see

sub-section 5.2). Without initial environmental concern, however, a small increase in the

resource tax yields a double dividend as both green and pink welfare increase. T'he excess burden

u meuured by the impact of raising a given amount of public revenues on after-tax profits

increases. However, the tax system yields more excess benefits in terms of the social objectives

" We usume that both Er,rta„ and cpq-e~ are positive (see footnotes 2 and 3). Hence, employment is

too high and resource use is too low from the point of view of maximisíng the after-tax return to the

fixed factor.
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of employment creation and environmental protection.

6 Using dirt taxes to finance public spending: Grern-red reform

So far, we assumed that any additional public revenue generated by a higher dirt tax is

handed back by reducing the tax rate on labour. Many leh-of-centre poli[icians azgue, however,

that additional revenue should be used to fund public spending while leaving the tax rate on

labour unchanged. This may be referred to as a green-red reform of the public sector. The

consequences of such a reform are presented in Table 4. Under such a reform there is always a

green dividend, i.e. É~--eR9iR G 0. Employment falls if labour and resources aze cooperative

faaors of produccion, since L--e~í'R G 0 if e~ ~ 0. In that case, production falls as well. This is

always the case if resources or labour are separable in production (see cases (i) and (ii) in Table

1). However, if the fixed factor is separable in production, employment rises if substitution

between labour and resources is much easier than substirution between the fixed factor and the

labour-resource composite and if the production share of the fixed faaor is large. Profit income

always falls under a green-red reform, i.e. (1-r)ll--(1-r)~.rRiR G 0. Hence, if labour and resources

are cooperative factors, employment, private consumption and private utility fall. T'he decline in

profit income induces a higher level of notional labour supply (see equation (8)). Hence, the

level of involuntary unemployment rises if resources and labour are cooperative factors.

Compared with an environmental tax reform, a green-red reform imposes a heavier burden on

che private sector in order to make room for a larger public sector.

7 Conclusion

This paper has shown that, starting from a sub-optimal tax system, a shift in the tax

burden away form labour towards resources may yield a triple dividend in that not only

environmental quality improves but also employment expands and after-tax profits rise. In

particular, this case occurs if the initial resource tax is zero. In that case, notional labour supply

and the level of involuntary unemployment fall while private consumption, private utility and

thus overall welfare increase. T'he point is chat, even in the absence of non-tax distortions, it is

optimal to spread the tax burden over labour and resources. Wich environmental externalities

and labour mazket distortions, che case for a resource tax becomes even stronger in order to

internalise pollution externalities and reduce the tax burden on labour, thereby mitigating the

gap between the marginal productivity of labour and the reservation wage due to rigid

consumer wages.

If the initial equilibrium features an optimal tax system, however, a triple dividend is
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excluded. Only if the initial equilibrium is chazacterised by the absence of environmental

concern and the equality between consumer and reservation wages, which implies no non-tax

distortions, does an environmental tax reform leave aker-tax profiu unaffected. In the presence

of non-tax distortions, however, profits always decline. If initially there are only labour market

distortions, a shik away from labour taxation still yields a double dividend in the sense that

both employment and environmental quality increase. If the initial equilibrium exhibits not

only labour market distortions but also environmental externalities, employment may decline,

especially if the fixed faaor is a relatively unimportant production faaor or is a good substitute

for resources. Fixed factors are more important in the short run than in the long run.

Accordingly, an environmental tax reform is more likely to yield an employment dividend in

the short run than in the long run. In a small open economy fixed production factors generally

do not play an important role - even in the short run. Hence, a double dividend is unlikely to

occur if the initial tax system is optimal.
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Table 1: Separability in produdion and factor demand elasticities

Case (i)
Y-F(Q(L,I-I),R)

Case (ii)
Y-F(Q(R,I~,L)

Case (iii)
YeF(Q(L,R),M

Eiv QIJi(1-lJ~,WFI (aLtaRFiWLWR,`~W,

(1~

(OLRWRfo}iWL,W}~,

(1-Wr~

Etq au~WR,wFI aR}1WR~W}i [(ai-1,wFV-aLR]wR,

(1-Wr~

ERq (oRtau~W~~R,W~~,
(1-w~

aRel(1~l),W~~ (aucWLta~IWR,wr~,
(1-w~~

ERv aIJiWI.,WFi aRHwI,WFi [(QH,WH]-aLRJWL,

(1-47~

ELv~R. a Lli (QL~LaRlil,(1~L] QIA

ERq-ELq (aR~RQIIU,(1~R] aRH QLR

ED a~aR~WH v~aLlwH a~oH~wH

NOte: E~~ ~ ELwER9 fR~E~ i O

Table 2: Consequences of environmental tax reform for unemploymrnt and welfare

Increase in the tax rate on resources iR ~ 0

T1X rate on labour iL -[(1-T)WR - BLWLE~ - BRwRERqJ G O

Employment L [(1-T)(EL~;ERv) - BREDJ WR

Resource use ~ - [(1-T)(E~-E~ - BLEDJ WL

Profit income ( 1-T)1r (1-T)WR41L [BL (ELv-ERw) ' BR (ERq-E~J

Private consumption W~l. {(1-T)(ELvERa.)~R [(1-T)(ERq-ELq)fED(1~L)J)wLWR

OUtpLL[ I J(1-T)[(ELv{Rv)-(ERq-Elq)J } (BL~R] ED)WRWL

Private utility dMINIcY {( 1-T)(S7~t8J(ELv-ERv)

' BR[(1-T)(ERq ELq)-S~IEDJJ WRWL

Green welfare -dD~M~Y p7) [(1-T)(Egq-EL~ - BLEDJ WRWI

Note: The entries in the second column show the percentage effects of a one percentage rise in
the tax rate on the use of resources divided by A'-(1-T)wL-9LwLEL~~RwRER,.~O, given that
the additional public revenues are used to reduce the labour tax rate.
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Table 3: Optimal responses to a higher priority for environmrntal protection

Increase in the tax rate on resources iR~ 0
Tax rate on labour iL -((1-r) t s ~Rw - p`E~] aiR G 0

Employment 1- [(1-r)(ELw~Rw) - P ED] ~R

Resourcc use ~ -[(1-r)(E~-E~ t S Ep] 41L

Priva[e consumption wc~ {(1-r)(E~o.-ERw.)(w,wP)

' P' [(1-r)(ER9 E~tEpI(lt[~J~ ~L~R

CilltpUt I - l(1-r)((ERq~Lq)-(ELvERw)]t(5 fP IEDI~RWL

Pink dividend s'~LÍ. [(1-r)(ELw{Rw) - EnP ] s~R~L

Blue dividend ( 1-r)Ii - [(ELw~Rw)s f (Egq-E~p'] ( 1-r) cuR~L

Green dividend -p'~l~ [(1-r)(ER9E~ f Eps'J p' wR~L

Note: The entries in the second column show the percentage effects of a one percentage rise in
the dirt tax divided by A'~mijl-rts`EL~p'ELy10. We define p'~pr~-D'~McqP and
s' ~ sn- (w-w~lwP, where p and s are evaluated at the initial optimum.

Table 4: Consequrnces of a grern-red reform of the public sector

Increase in the tax rate on resources t'R ~ 0
Tax rate on labour [L 0

Employment i - E~

Resource use ~ - ERy G 0

Profit income (1-r)i - (1-r)c,~ S 0

Private consumption mc~ - wL(1-6~E~ - ( 1-r)wR

Public consumption wo~ (1-r)(JR - Bt4)LE~ - Bg41RE~

OUtpUt I - IJLE~ - tJRE~

Private utility dMIIv1cY - spsvLEi,y - (1-r)~

Green welfare dD~McY pp~rRER9 2 0

Note: The entries in the second column show the percentage effects of a one percentage rise in
the tax rate on the use of resources, given that the additional public revenues are used to
expand public consumption.
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